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Ice grains in a snow cover with a low tempet3Wre gradient assume a well.rounded equilibrium form. However, ilt 
tempeuwre gradients of 0, 1 to 0.2°Cfcm (depending somewhat on temperature and snow density), the rounded grains 
recrystallize into a faceted kinetic growth form. The large lemperawre gradient must playa decisive role in moving the 
vapor fast enough to sustain the rapid growth rate as.soc:i.ated with the kinetic growth form. Once the large temperature 
gradient is removed, the grains recryst<ililize back to the equilibrium form, The recrystallization OCGurs in either direc. 
tion without a change in bulk density. The growth of faceted crystals begins at the warmer base of the snow cover 
where the excess vapor pressure is largest. A trilnsition between the overlying rounded grilins moves upward in time. 
Faceted crystals also grow just below crusts of reduced permeability, where the increased vallor accumulation can 
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sustain the excess vapor pressure needed for kinetic growth. 
The heat and vapor flows are described using a model based on thermodynamic equilibrium. The temperature disui· 

bution is shown to be quasi-linear at steady state in homogeneous snow. The recrystallization of the snow is modeled 
using the rounded grains as sources and the faceted grains as sinks. In the fuwre this model should be extended to 
account for different temperaWres among the sources and sinks. 
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GROWTH OF FACETED CRYSTALS 
IN A SNOW COVER 

Samuel C. Colbeck 

INTRODUCTION 

Snow is;l. hSCinilting crystalline material that is of interest in many WilyS. For exvnple, nonnal 

changes in weather patterns often CilUse rapid changes in the various crystal types that compose a 
seasonal snow cover. The fact that snow can adjust rapidly to new environmental conditions is 
iIIustr .. ted by the rapid hardening of the outside of an igloo as vapor diffuses from the relatively 
Wirm interior to the c::oId exterior. In a similar fashion snow on the ground can undergo a remark
OIble recrystallization as vapor moves upward through the pore space "'WilY from the warmer ground. 
In this siwalion faceted crystals grow at the expense of fully rounded crystals, often lead ing to the 
development of "depth hoar," a cohesionfess faceted crystal (see Fig. 1) which is sometimes re
sponsible for avalanche release (Seligman 1936, p. 68). 

o 0 .5 1.0 1.5 em 

FIgure T. Depth hoar crystals that grew In a shallow snow cover (about 15 
cm) In the northeastern United Stotes. These crystals are coheslon/ess. 



o. 

o 0.02 0.04 0 .06 0.08 em 

b. 

Figure 2. Two photographs of seasonal snow held at a constant, subfreezing 
temperature (no tempW'Oture gradient) in 0 laboratory for severol years. Un
der these conditions /he grains grow ~y slowly and develop Q weJl rounded 
shope. The equilibrium form may be spherOidal rather than spherical and 
It may be faceted ot lower temperatures. 
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Seligman (1936) referred to the early observations of Watley (1858) and Paulcke (1932), who 
found both hollow and solid types of depth hOM (the hollow version is ihown in Fig. 1) and reo 
ported crysUl sizes on Ivge as 1.25 in. (3.18 em), The growth of depth hoar;as well as other fac
eted grains was observed in the labou.lof)' by de Quervain (1958) where the temperature and tem
perature gradient could be controlled over long periods of time. He found that fully rounded crys
tals (see Fig. 2) preYloiled at low temperatlJre gradit!nts, while faceted crystals grew in snow with high 

temperature gradienu (with depth hoar development at the highest gradient), The Commission on 
Snow and ICt (1954) classified these faceted crystals as "clan d" or " depth hoar" depending on 
the degree o f recrystallization, while Sommerfeld iIIld laChapelle (1970) put faceted crystals into a 
class they ,,,,lied "temperolnJre-groldient metamorphism" because of the obvtous involvemen t of the 

upward heat and vapor flows. 
In addition to the importance of the seasonal snow cover per st, it is worth understanding the 

development of bo th the rounded and faceted crystals because the snow cover Is a naturallabora
tory in which the slow processes of crystal growlh at a low supersaturation can be studied. I re
viewed the growlh of fully rounded SIlOW grains in the absence of an imposed temperature gradient 

(Colbeck 1980); the grain configura tion in snow with the liquid phase present is also well under
stood (Colbeck 1979). However, the growth of the faceted grains and, in particular, the transition 
from conditions of rounded grain growth to faceted grain growth arc not as well understood. 
Giddings and LaChapelle (1962), Yosida and Colleagues (1955). de Quervain (1963). Yen (1969), 
and Palm and Tveitereid (1979) have calculated the vapor movement associated with a temperature 
gr .. dient in snow and, while some understand ing of vapor movement in a homogeneous, infinite 
snow cover has been achieved, a number of imporunt questions remain : 

1. What are the conditions of temperature, temperature gradient, vapor pressure, heat flux, 

vapor flux and overburden pressure that favor the growth of rounded versus faceted grains? Why 
is tha"c a transition between the growth regimes of rounded and faceted crystals' 

2. What ate the dominant mechanisms for the lJowth of fully rounded versus fully faceted 
grains? 

3. Are faceted grains stable only durinS active growth? 
4. Why do grain bonds develop in snow cOrlSistins of fully rounded Srains while depth hoar is 

nearly cohesion less? 
5. How do internal snow layers and other snow propenies affect the growth of faceted grains? 

VAPOR FLOW 

Ouring the period of recrynallilation when faceted grains grow in a snow cover, the SIlOW is 
warmed from below by the sround and cooled from above by the cold winter Jlir. Water VJopOf 

moves upward according to 

dp 
/"'-D - +Sp~ 

dz 

where/ is the flux of wilter vapor, D is its diffusion coefficient in ~now (depending on porosity ¢), 
p is its density, z is the vertical coordinate, and S is the velocity of air. We assume that thermal 
convection is negligible, .Ithoush it may be imporbnt in 5hallow snow covers in very cold environs. 
The flux can be approximated from the Clausius-Clapeyron relation a~ 

(2) 

where R is the gas constant for water vapor, T is the temperature in K, L IS the latent heat of sub
limation, p is the vapor pressure, and dT/dz is the temperature gradient 
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The equilibrium vapor pressure over a welt-rounded ice surface varies with temperature and the 
mean radius of curvature of the ice/vapor interface. For a specified mean radius of curvature (r 0)' 
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation relates vapor pressure and temperature, 

(3) 

where To is fixed and Po is the vapor pressure over an ice surface with that mean radius and tem
perature. For a fi xed temperature (T') the Kelvin equation relates vapor pressure and mean radius 
of curvature 

, , (' :") p(r,T)=p exp PI RT' , (4) 

where p' is the vapor pressure over a Oat ice surface at that temperature, 0 is the interfacial energy, 
PI is the density of ice, and r is the mean radius of curvature defined by 

(5) 

where r 1 and r 2 are the two principal radii of curvature of the surface (or the radii of c::urvature 
measured in any two orthogonal planes). The use of Kelvin 's equation (eq 4) and the mean radius 
of curvature is valid only if the surface free energy is independenl of orientation in ice at the tern· 
peratures considered. The evidence from snow crystals such as those shown in Figure 2 is that the 
equilibrium form is often sphere·! ike and that the surface free energy is essentially isotropic, pos

sibly because of a disordered surface layer covering the ice that is at temperatures dose to the 
melting point. Since this diSOfdered layer could be much thinner at lower temperatures (Golecki 
and Jaccard 1978), the equilibrium form of ice crystals at lower temperatures could be the hexa' 
gonal prism suggested by Krastanow (1941), Then the equilibrium vapor pressure over a crystalline 

facet would have to be described by oj/hj where oJ is the surface free energy fOf a face of orienta· 
tionl and hi is the perpendicular distance of the Wulff center from a plane tangent to !he crystal 

al orientation i. 
Assuming that the vapor pressure is determined by the temperature and mean radius of curva· 

ture at each depth (this assumption may not hold at flow restrictions such as icc layers and the 
soil/snow boundary), we take 

(6) 

where (jp/iJT and op/iJr can be determined from eq 3 and 4 respCGtively. Combining eq 1, 3,4 
and 6, we find that the vapor flux is given by 

Dp (L dT 20 dr\ 
I:::: - R2 (l T dz - Pjr2 dzl 

(7) 

where the first term is me contribution of the temperature gradient and the second term arises 

from variations in the radius of curvature. 
150pleths of equal contributions to the vapor flux from the temperature and radius of curvature 

gradients are shown in Figure 3 fOf snow grains of various sizes. The radius of curvature differences 
between snow layers are normally quite small while temperature gradients as large as 0.5 °C/cm 
are not unusual (the mean radius of curvature of fully rounded grains usually falls between 10-) 
and 10-1 em). Accordingly, the vapor movement upward through a snow cover is dominated by 

me temperature gradient and differences in radius of curvature among particles can only be im· 
portant locally. For particles of the size of snowflake branches (about 10-3 em) , me radius of 
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,~"'~ __ -L-"-1~Lc~o-__ L-~~~~ 10·· 10'"' 10" 
C"'OO'UI, GfG d"nl 4~m /~ml 

Figure 3, lsopleths of equal contTlbul/ons to 
IIOpor flux from lempuotIJre (OC) Qnd radIus of 

curvature gradients for different portlcle radII. 
In the upp6/eft, flux Is'dom/notnJ by temper
ature gradients and In thelo~ right, flux Is 
domInated by rodlus of cUrlIr1tun gradlenu.. 

curnture differences un make iI substantial contribution to the \/ilpor nUl( under most conditions, 
but these Vlpor pressure gradients due to curvature variations drop mukedly once the initial meta
morphism eliminates the Ofjginal snow dendrites. In the laboratory in the absence of an imposed 
tempeU.ture gradient, the complete destruction of snow dendrites takes many days (de Quervain 
1954, Bader 1962), However, in a seasonal snow rovcr, where temperature gradienn are imposed 
by nature, we observe that the destruction of the dendrites and the growth of fully rounded grains 
is much faster than what occurs under isolated conditions in a labOfalory. It follows that the tem· 
penture wadient term in eq 7 must be an important part of the metamorphism of snow under 

natural conditions, even when only fully rounded grains develop. 
As I describe in more detail later, the vapor flux arising from the temperature gradient con· 

tributes significantly to the rate of metamorphism, whether fully rounded or faceted grains are 
the dominant form. Since the vapor flux is the rate-limiting process In the growth of rounded 
crystals (Colbeck 1980), the presence of a tempenture gradient can areatly accelerate grain growth. 
For e",ample with 10-2 cm grains and a temperature gradient of O.I°C/cm, the temperature gradient 
is about SO times more effective at moving vapor than the radius of curvature differences generally 
found in a snow cover. 

At higt'ler temperature gradients the growth of faceted crystals is dominant and fully rounded 
crystals are commonly observed to disappeu. I investigate th is recrystallization In several ways: 

fl'St I examine heat and vapor now in more detail and then I examine the relationship betwten the 
crystal habit and the growth kinetics. 

TEMPERATURE PROFILE 

Vapor flow is generally the rate-limiting process in snow metamorphism (Col bed 1980), which 
tJ(plains why convection, which contributes greatly to vapor now at vNy high temperature gradi· 

ents, could enhance the rate of growth of depth hoar, as deduced by Trabant and Benson (1972). 
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The rate of increase in snow density Cps) due to vapor flow alone is given by the conservation of 
mass (other mechanisms may also contribute to snow densification; this equation dcS(;ribes only 
changes due to the gradient of vapor flow), 

dJ . 
-. P =0 dz S • (8) 

From eq , J where varia tions in convection are ignored and the snow cover is assumed to be homo
geneous, 

d 2p . 
-0 +p =0. 

dz2 s 
(9) 

Heal flow is 

dT 
q;o;_k -+[L+c (T-T 1I) dz p m (10) 

where k is thermal conductivity due to heat conduClion alone. cp is the heat capacity of water 

vapor at constant pressure, and T m is the melting temperature (normally L » cp IT - T m I). For 
the conservation of heat, in steady state, 

dq -Lp = 0 
d, • (11) 

where Ps is again the rate of change of density due only to condensation or evaporation. Combining 
eq 9,10 and 11 and using L »cp (T- Tm), we find that the distribution of temperallJre and vapor 
density in a semi·infinite snow co ... er is 

(12) 

where Po and To are the ... apor density and temperature a t the snow/ground interface and 

g= 2L (0 dP) .k dTI . 
dz o dz o 

(13) 

The first term ing arises from the latent heat flux and the sc<:ond term from the heat conduction 
across the lower boundary. The first term is zero unless the underlying soil acts as a source of 
water vapor. Thusg represents an import.ant boundary condition. 

The temperature and ... apor density in a homogeneous snow co ... er without transients vary with 
height above the ground surface as shown in eq 12. Snow is a finely dispersed material with a large 
specific surface area; hence, the vapor pressure cannot deviate far from thermodynamic equilibrium 

as given by eq 3 and 4. Thus eq '2 shows that the temperature profile at steady state in a homo
geneous snow cover must be quasi·linear; the vapor term is relatively smaJi except at the soil/snow 
boundary, where the small vapor flow out of the warm soil may lead to undefSaturation of the 

pore air. This is an important aspect of the heat and mass transfer in snow ~ause soil, being of 

a lower porosity, tends to conduct heat more readily than snow while snow tends to pass waler 
vapor more readily than soil. The resulting undersaturation at the snow/soil surface leads to the 

decrease in snow density reported by Giddings and LaChapelle (1962). 

As stated earlier, ... arious authors have described the general features of vapor flow in homoge· 
neous snow without flow restrictions. It has always been assumed that the vapof pressure is gillen 
by thermodynamic equilibr ium o ... er a flat surface (Palm and Tveitereid's 11979J assumption was 

e ... en more restrictive). HowevCf, since no crystal growth can occur at equilibrium, the calculated 
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density changes Me impossible because equilibrium was assumed. Complete equilibrium requires 

three conditions: the vapor pressure will be gjven by the specified temperature and mun radius of 
curvature, the gradient of the vapor flux must be zero since the snow density is constant, and the 

wadient of the hut nux must be zero since there is no net Iiltent hut exchange. RecrysulliZilltion, 
(or example the simultaneous sublimation of smaJl fully rounded crystals concurrent with the growth 

of faceted crystals desc:ribed by Yosid", md CoIIUl'Je5 (1955) H the "hand·to-ttand delivery of water 

y~or." can occur under these conditions. However, it must be understood that only the average 

conditions .. ocI not local environments around the ice &rOlins are being described by thermodynamic 

equilibrium. The rate of growth of these crystals is deSGribed later, but fIrSt we find the heat MId 

vapor flow in a snow cover that has no vapor barriers or transients. 

Assuming that thermodynami<: equilibrium preVilils, we see th~t 

.!!l. = <!i. = p = 0 
dz dz S 

(14) 

~nd the v~por pressure is given by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (eq 3). Then from eq 1 and 10, 
in the absence of ~ir movement, the temperature distribution is given by the implicit equation (for 

L » cp IT-Toll 

q.,z+k(T.T,) 
LDpo 

+--
R (e' . -'-)=0 

T T, 

where)'is~ (-;-0 - ?) . 
The vapor flux is restricted by 

Dp, 
1 = · -, R' 

dTI 
dz , 

and the vapor density is 

, .. 

l . .... r'I ... C~I 

Figure 4, The distrIbution of temperature In semI-InfinIte 
and 1()(J.cm snow covers for vrvious assumtd oosol tempera
(ure grodlents (for k '" 12,600 erg cm- t °C-1 S-l), Tran
sients and conducUlilty lIOf'iotions hollt been Ignored. 
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Po L-RTo dTI p=p + _ _ z 
°R2 f3 dzo , 

(17) 

where the subsc;;ript refers to the cond itions at the soi l/snow boundary, It is important that the 
equilibrium condition Qn prevail only when the vapor flux at the boundary is constrained as shown 
by eq 16. As shown in Figure 4, this temperaW re distribution is na.rly linear for usual v.llues of 

the parameters. The temperature profiles reported by Armstrong et al. (1974) generally confirm 
this quasi-l inearity, although they show some variation among different I",yers Mid considerable 

variation near the snow surface due to radi<ltion penetration and diurnal variations. 
The ratio of vapor flux to heat flux for pure diffusion is (rom eq 1 and 10, 

1= Ddp/dT 
q k + DLdp/dT 

(18) 

Taking the gradient of vapor pressure with respect to temperature from the Clausius-CIapeyron 
equalion (eq 3) , we find that this ratio is 

L = [)P,IL-R7)., 

q kR2fJ + DLpo(L-Rne). 
(19) 

The filct that this ratio increases at higher temperarures, as shown in Figure 5, partly explains why 
faceted crystals are observed to form at the base of the snow cover where it is warmer. As discussed 
later the kinet ic growth form of the fully faceted crystals only appears when larger vapor preWJres 
and growth rates can be sustained. Increased diffusion or thermill convection would thus tend to 
favor the growth of faceted crystals. 

· • 

• 

" , , 
• , 
· , 
" 
• ; 

~'~OC------c,~,~,------~,~~C------C'~'~'------~'~7~O----J 
Temp.rall". (10 

Figure 5. Ratio of vopor flux to heat flux verws temperature. 
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CRYSTAL GROWTH RATES 

The growth of faceted crystals at the expense of the fully rounded crystals can only occur if the 

vapof' pressure lies between that for a fully rounded crystal and tnOlit for.J. non-singul.J.f flat-face 

crystal. This npor prcs5Ure difference could be inaened if Ihe tempef"Olture differences .J.mong the 

grains are increa§ed by concentrated heat flow througtl the highly conductive ice grOilins, but this 

effect will have to be qUOlintified later. We explore this recrystalliZOItion here withou 1 a.s~gning dif

ferent temperatures to the rounded and faceted crystals. 

According to Wulff's theorem the equlibrium vapor pressure over a flat-faced crystal depends on 

the crystal size. For crystals greater than 1 ~m, howeom-, the supersaturation needed for a reason

able growth rate is much grealer than the supersaturation COIu~d by a departure from the equilibrium 

shape (Fnnk 1958), Thus rapidly growing crystals are not necessarily in equilibrium. 

The growth rate of a crystal increases as the supersaturation in the vapor increa~s. Since, with

out lempenture differences, the supersaruration can only vary over a range of 10-5 between that 

for a nat surface and that for a rounded crystal, a linear relationship between growth fate and 

supersaruration i~ assumed, although Burton et al. (1951) suggested a parabolic relationship for 

dislocation-aided growth at SlJpetsaturations below 10;(, of the equilibrium vapor pressure. l ewis 

(1974b) reports that the linear relationship has been observed at low supersawrations.. 

The flux of molecules to the surface of a crystal is given by co' (217 m k'ny, where c is the con· 
densation coefficient, 0' the supersaturation, m the moleculilf mass, and k' is Bohzmann'sconstant. 

The rate of inc:reue in density of faceted crystals (Pr) is given by the surface area per unit volume 

of these crystals (approximately of 3pr/r,PI for equant particles) times the molecular mass times 

the flux of molecules to the surfaces, or 

dPf "" cm(p-p(7)1 3Pr 

dt (211'mk'T')YI Plr 
(20) 

wherep is the acwal vapor pressure,p (7) is the vapor pressure over a flat ice surface as given by 

eq 3 for any specified geometry, and Pi is the density of tee. likewise, the rate of growth (Of evap
oration) of fully rounded crystals is 

dPr ::: em Ie-e (r)] 3Pr 

dr (211' m k' nY, Pi'r 
(21 ) 

where pI,) is the equilibrium vapor pressure over a fully rounded crystal from eq 4 and rr is the 
"effective radius" of a fully rounded crystal. 

The increase in snow density away from impermeable boundaries over a period of weeks as 

measured during faceted grain growth (Armstrong 1980, Marbouty 1980) is generally very small. 
Accordingly, the rate of increase in the density of faceted crystals must about C1:juaJ the rate of 

decrease in density offully rounded crystals while me total snow density equals the sum of the 

densities of the two types of crystals.. TherefOle, combining eq 20 and 21 to elimina~ p, we ha.ve 

Pf 

f 
Pr,D 

I.Ps-Pr)'r+Pr'r dp :::; 3cm(p(r)-p(nl r 
Pr (ps - p,) f Pi (211' m k' nY, (22) 

where the initial density of faceted crystals is P, O. Vapor pressuresp(T) andp(r) can be obtained 

from cq 3 and 4, respectively, using known distributions of temperature and mean radius of cur
vature. 

Assuming a simplified case of constant and equal crystal sizes, we see that eq 22 yields 
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(23) 

Given the temperature profite, the size of the crystals MId the initial concentration of rateled 
crystals., we can calculate the distribution of fle density of fxeted crySLaJs with depth ilOd time. 

Such a distribution is shown in F igure 6 where the nllo of rattled to fully rounded crystal den

sities is shown to increa~ npidly near the bottom of the snow COVts. This fiPid increase irises be
nuse of !he feedback between the crysQI growth nle and the crysw surface area ilV<lilabie for 

vapor deposition. Once a layer of faceted crystals builds at the base, a tn.nsition between fully 

rounded ilOd faceted crynals sweeps upwards with timt.. This mode of formation is common in 

nature (Bradley et al. 1977), where it is acGcntuated by the Iilyering of the snow coyer and perhiPS 

by transient effects as welt. Because of the feedback mechanism between crystal growth rille and 

surface area, the choice of an arbitrary initial condition has little effect on the growth rate after a 

short period of time. 

It is implicitly assumed for the moment that the vapor supply is adequate to maintain the rapid 
growth rates shown in Figure 6. The role of the temperature gradient in sustlining the necessary 

vapor flow is obvious, and it is well known that recrystallization cannot take plaGe without a large 

temperawre gradient. Once the density of the faceted crystals is known as a function of depth 

and time, the actual vapor pressure can be calculated from 

(24) 

which arises from eq 20 and 21 and conserntion of mass. Again, this equation could be modified 

to account fOf' temperature differences among the grilins, a level of sophistication which will hilve 

to be added later. 
The excess vapor pressure (relative to a flat ice 5lIrfac;e at the temperallJre corresponding to eaGh 

depth) required to drive the recrystallization shown in FiW-He 6 is itself shown in Figure 7. Initially, 

the vapor pressure is dose to the equilibrium vapOf' pressure over curved ice grains, p(r), which in· 

creases with depth because of the increasing temperawre with depth. However. the vapor pfessure 

at the base or the snow cover quickly approathes the equilibrium vapOf' pressure over a flat ice 

• o~ 
T,_ !II 

,,,,-= 3)(10' 

" )(Iot 

o~ ,0' 

t,,~o, 7" 10' 

'0' , 

, 

o , • • • RaIla al fet,led la RoulIlJed C"tlall 

Flgur~ 6, Calculated dIstribution of the ratio of foc~t~ crystal d~nsJty 
to fully rounded cryswl density for a 1()().an snow cOlIer with a basol 
t~mperature of 270 K, surface temperature of 235 K, crystal rodlus of 
a 05 em, snow denSIty of a20 9/c",1, and Inltlol densIty of fully faceted 
aystals of OJ)02 9/cm3. The distribution Is shown for various times and 
for on assumed value of 0.5 for the condensatIon cotfflc/~nt, 
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FlfJUre 7. The excess vapor pressure (relot/lle to a flot Ice surface at the 
temperature corresponding to each depth) is shown vusus depth for 
vorlous limes during the recrystallization shown In Figure 6, Temper
ature differences among sources and sInks would further Inc,eo~ the 
vapor pressure, 

surface, pIn. beciuse of the rapid recrystallization taking place at the bottom. At lean one reason 
for the rapid growth of the faceted grains in the lower, warmer portions of the snow cover is appar
ent (rom Figure 7: the growth rate of faceted crystals increases with the cx~ss \lapor pressure, which 
in turn incrusts with temperature. In this simplified model Ihe level of milXimum excess pressure 
and maximum rate of disappearance of the rounded grains increases with height u the fully rounded 
crystals are depicted near the bottom. AI!>O, the surfaGe of the snow is lillie arr~ted by the rapid 
recrystallization occurring below. The vapor pressure and density of faceted crystals change very 
slowly near the upper surface; hence, the depth ho.ar is not evident at the surface. 

The equilibrium vapor pressure of the fully rounded crystals is higher than the prevailing vap(l( 
pressure during recryslallization, so the fully rounded w-ains evaporate while the faceted grains grow 
by vapor condensation. However, well-developed depth hoar in the laboratory occurs only in the 
presence of a temperature gradient of alleast 0.17 10 0,25 °C/cm (Akitaya 1974, de Quervain 

1958, Marbouty 1980) for reasons that are nol clear. In particular, we must examine why the high 
pressure fully rounded crystals do not spontaneously recrystallize into lower pressure fat.':eted crys· 
tals at any temperature gradient. 

EQUILIBRIUM VERSUS KINETIC GROWTH FORMS OF SNOW CRYSTALS 

The growth of individual icc crystals has been obsen'ed often in experimental apparaWs in the 
laboratory (e.g. Nakaya 1954) at growth ratesand supersaturalions much larger than those shown 
in Figure 7. Nevertheless, Marbouty (1980) finds an approximate correspondence of the variation 
of crystal type with temperature between the individually grown crystals in the laboralOf)' and 
crystiliis grown within snow at large temperature gradients. AI smaller temperaWre gradients, 
faceted crystals fail to develop in the snow cover and are in fact unstable. That is, in the absence 
of a large temperature gradient, the faceted cryst.aJs shown in Figure 1 revert back to fully rounded 
crystals (as shown in transition in Fig. 8). The apparent mechanism for this rounding is the move
ment of molecules away from the corners because, unless the crystal is rapidly growing, the equi'· 
ibdum vapor pressure over the corners of an ice crystal is very large due to the small radius of cur
vature (see eq 4), Hobbs and Mason (1964) and Hobbs and Radke (1967) used eq 4 to describe 

the growth of intergrain bonds in snow in an isolated environment In the absence or imposed 
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Figure 8. Two photographs of scme remanents of the depth hOQ( crystals 
shown in Figure 1 after being held at -s"C (no temperature ~adlent) for8 
months. The fouled crystal structure IS unsloble; hence, the snow Is In the 
process of rewrtlng to its stable rounded condition. Intergranulor bonds de

velop SImultaneously. 
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t.emperiliUre gradients, the growth of fully rounded ice crystals is described by the same equation 
(Colb«k 1980). 

The active growth of iGe c;ryslals at large supersawrations is characterized by the growth of 
fKtled crystals, where the c;rystal habit is determined primarily by the temper.lture of growth 
(Nakaya 1954) and the !oCCoodary features Me determined by the supersaturation (HaBel and 
Mason 19SB, Kobayashi 1961). Lamb and Hobbs (1971) ac;c;ount fOf the variation in habit by the 
variation \With temperature of the powth 1).les of the prism Mld bagl fu:es. During rapid 1V0wth 
the diffusional limItations In the gn phase affect the c;rystal shape (FakiOf et al. 1971, Nenow and 
Stoyanova 1977, Gonda 1980), a very important fac;t for crystal growth in the snow COver because 

of the presence of air in the pores of the snow. Lamb and Scott (1972) show that highly rounded 
crystals tend to grow in pure to'apor because the vapor supply is more uniform in the absence of air. 
They observed slower growth rates in the presenu of n. As S'tated earlier the stow diffusion of 
water vapor is the fate·limiting prOCe~ In the growth of crystals in a snow c;ovel'. 

Fauted ic;c c;rystaIs with some rounded portions can develop at temperatures dose to the melting 
point (P".l:vlovska Jnd Nenow 1972) and are sometimes observed in $flOW covers. Gilmer and Bennema 
(1972) explain thesc c;rystals by suggesting a cri1i,,11 temperature above which some crystal surfaces 
are "roughened" by thermal OUGlua1ions such that gowth can occur without nuc.It:~ation 01" the 
screw dislocation mechanism of Bur LOn el al. (1951). Of course al the melling poim faceted crystals 
disappear altogether, except during very rapid growth or evaporation. 

Crystal shape during r.apid growth from the vapor phase is determined by the kinetics of ihe wr· 
face processcs rather dun by the shape which minimizes the surface energy (Herring 1953). Allow 
SlJpers.aturations the growth on the low energy planes (lhe basal and prism f~es in ice) is limited 

by the nucleation r.lte of low-energy kink sites., Vr1lereas the high energy pla.nes (prism<ll~ planes 
in ice) grow out bec;ause kink sites are plentiful (Lewis 1974a). Cahn (1960) suggesLS a transition 
from non-singul.lf (rounded) to singular (pl.ane) cry~t.al surfaces by the application of a sufficient 
driving force for growth (i.e. a suffteient supersaturation). Hirth ilOd Pound (1963) state that crys
tals which are non·singular at equilibrium may become vicinal (i.e. they exhibit a step structure In 
which low-Index steps are separated by monomolec;ular risers) with inaeasins supersatur.ltion. In 

this casc, the relaxation time for the roughening of the jow·lndex surfaces must be long, compMed 
to the period for the the addition of a monomolecul1r layer. In other words, the growth rate must 
be MJfficicnt to ovcrc;ome the tendency toward relaxation of the slep structure necessary for growth. 

The critical vapor pressure fOf the onset of "ideal" growth by spir.1I dislocations that intersect 
free surfaces as given by Hirth and Pound (1963) is 

p/Po '" exp (19afl/../2xk' n (25) 

where x Is the average diffusional dlsta.nce of a molecule on the surface, k' is Boltzmann's constant 
and n is the molecular volume. According to Mason et~. (1963), the mean diffusional distance 
for ice is about 4 ): 10 .... 4 c;m; thus, the critical vapor pressure ratio is about 1.0029:1. If the evap
outing rounded snow grains are at the same temperature as the growIng rac;eled crystals and the 
snow lVains are In Ihe o~ed range of 0.01 to 0.1 em, the critk.al exc;en vapor pressure from eq 
2S exceeds Ine calculated excess vapor pressure by .bout 103, This ~ows that the evaporating 
rooooed c;rystals must be at a higher temperature than the growing faceted c;ryst..ls. Thus the tern· 
penwre differences among the pMtlcles dUe to their relative heights in the snow c;over must be In
c;luded In the future fOf a mOfe complete desc;ription oHaceted grain growth in snow. 

In the absence of a. large Icmperature gradient. I (Colbeck 1980) have shown that the diffu~on 
of vapor is the rat~limiting process in the metamorphism of snow. SinGe the nux of vapor irn:reases 
with the imposed temperature gradient (see eq 7 and Fig. 3), It Is not surprising that a transition 
from fully rounded (equilibrium form) to faceted (kinetic growth form) c;rystals has been observed 

when the temperature gradicnt inc;reases. From eq 7, a temperature gradient of 0.2 °C/em inc;reascs 
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the vapor flux for normal size panicles {o.m cm} and radius of curvature gndients (0.1) by about 
103. Thu" in the presence of a large temperature gradient, the movement of vapor Is not lim ited 
by the smal l radius of curvature differenGe among particles, bu I vapor flow from the evapo;atins 

roo nded cryst<als to the growing faceted crystals is driven by the temperature gradienL When the 
temper4ture gradient is large eoougtl to sustain the necessary grow th tate, the kinetiCl of the growth 

form dictate the faceted crystal shape, whereas at lower temperature gradients and slower growth 
rates, the equilibrium shape dominates. These two distinctive forms have been classified as "tem· 
perature·gradient" and "equl·ttmperature," respectively, although the Lemperature gradien t largely 

determines the growth ralt in both cases. One is a kinetic growth form whereas the o ther is an 
equilibrium form. 

DISCUSSION 

Given the small excess vapor pressure at which the snow cover reGrystallizes into faceted grains 
(probably less than 1% s.upersaturation), it does not seem possible that these grains are nucleated 
either homogeneou~y or heterogeneously by impurities (at 170 K the ,riU'al supersaturation fo r 
a large nucleation rate for water vapor is about four times the equ111brium vapor pressure over a 
fllIt surface [Hirth and Pound 1963, p. 31)). The faceted crystals grow on fully rounded ice par· 
ticles; possibly , the relatively strain free and th~ larger particl~5 serve as sites for fac~ted grain growth 
wtlne the grains carrying Ih~ maximum load of overburden and the smallest grains evaporate due to 
meir higher chemical potentials. Of most Importance, the grains in a chain that conducts away more 
than the av~rage amount of h~at wou ld be at a differen t temperalur~ than the neighboring grains. 
Once the fully rounded grains have completely disappeared, the faceted grains can cootlnue to grow 
by the evaporation of the stressed grains now carrying the overburden pressure or by the evaporation 
of grain) in the mO\t effeclive heat paLhs. If me increased chemical potenti,lI due to radius of cur· 
vature was important, grain growth could slow markedly once the fully rounded crystals have dis.

appeared becau5e the inaease in chemical potential due to radius of curvature is large compared 
to the Tncrease in chemical pOlential due to an elastic strain. For particles larger than 10-S em, 
Cabrera (1964) says that stresses are not important. This explains why de Quervain (1958) ob
served very little innuente of overborden pressure during faceted crystal growth. However,ll is 

likely that the radius of curvature effect is much less than the effect of preferential heat flow paths 
at temperature gradients of 0.2 °qtm. 

So far we have assumed thai the snow cover Is homogeneous, whereu snow COvers in nature are 
almost always layered. Snow covers are deposited by discrete snow storms;hence, the lay~rs are 
Often separated by "crusts" of fine-grained, higher density snow. These uusts hav~ a relatively 
low permeability and the vapor pre~sure tends to increase beneath them. With the vapor pressure 
inc;:reased Ioc;:ally, faceted grains arc often observed to form just below crusts in spite of the lower 
snow layers being warmer. Of course till!; vapor deposition redlJCes the permeability of the crust 
even further as the crusts densify from ..... ithin the snow cover. A similar phenomenon was observed 
in the laboratory by de Quervain (1958) when he placed foil sheets in a snow sample and observed 

vapor condensation on the warm side of the sheet On the cold side of a vapor barrier (e.g. imme
diately above the ground surface), a decline in snow density is often observed and in extreme con· 

ditions cavities may even form (Giddings and LaOlapelle 1962). 
The temperature d istribu tiOn below an impermea.ble crust can be c;:aJctJlilted by ,ombining eq 1, 

9,10 and 11 with a fl ux distribution of the form that deposits concknsate just beneath the crust, 

(26) 

where J 0 is the flux at the base of the snow cover, n is an arbitrary constant greater than unity, 
and the height of the ,rUst above the origin is H. Assuming that the vapor pressure is closelV 
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Figure 9. The steody stale temperature distrIbution below on 
Impermeable crust for various values of the parameter n. The 
temperature distributiOn obow on Impermeable crust or soli 
woold have the opposIte curvature. 

approximated by the equilibrium vapor pressure (eq 3) and taking L > > cp (T - T m)' we find that 

T "' T • dTI ~_ 2Llo 
o dz 0 k 

[ .,oJ nH nH -0-

z - --, - (.-z/H) 
1 +n 1 +n 

(27) 

the temperature distribution is 

which is a slijltJy nonlinear distribution, as shown in Figure 9. The nonlineMity would increase 

with thermal cOflveclion, which was ignored in this derintion. If we OiIIssume an il"ltreasing vapor 
flux above the soil surface Of above a crust in the snow, we would find a temperature distribution 

with a curvature of the opposite sense to that shown in Figure 9. 

Several crusts are likely to develop in any particular snow cover; hence, the temperature dis

tribution should be scalloped due to the increased deposition near the base of each cruSL The 

quasi·linear temperature distribution of cq 15 should describe the average temperature profite, 

although the profile within each snow laver will have the shape of eq 27. According to eq 27 the 

temperatllre gradient reaches its largest negative value just below each crust, where the c;ondensa· 
tion rate and latent heat release are greatesL 

As long as the critical temperature gradient maintains the rapid vapor flow required to ac;hieve 

the kinetic ifowth form, snow will undergo continUOlJl re<:rystaIUZiltion. Marbouty (1980) found 

a linear increase in crystal size with time, and very b.rge crystals (3 cm) can be observed in naw re 
when steep temperature gradients are maintained fer months. The dfects of inc;rening crystaJ size 

with time were not irK:luded in eq 22 or Figures 6 and 7. Equation 20 suggests that the rale of 
density increase of the faceted c;rystals will decrease as their size inc;reases; hence, the tr~silion 

between the layers of fully rounded ~d faceted c;rystals would not be ilS sharp ilS suggested by 

Figure 6 unless the c;rusts, which normally exist in a snow cover, have a large effecL 

It is unlikely that the avera~ size of a fully rounded c;ryslal would decrease in illinear r~ion 

since the VapOf pressure over a partide increases rapidly with decreasing radius (see eq 4) and the 

rate of cyapOfation varies as the vapor pressure difference divided by the (ildius (see eq 2t) . This 

driving mechanism for grain evaporation includes a positiVe feedback between grain size and the 

rale of change of grain size, which leads to an acc;eltfiuing rate of grain shinkage. Typically, a 

fully rounded gr.Iin would decrease slowly in size al first but then disappear quickly after reaching 

a certain critical size. This mode of sublimation of the rounded grains would have little effect on 
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the growth of rhe fKeted vains, since the average sile of the rounded grains would vary liHfe with 
time despite the decreasing density of the rounded grains. 

At low supergturations and growth rates, crysul growth follows the kinetic growlh laws fOf 

liqufds. A thigh supersaturations and growth rates, crystals grow by the diffusion of surfacC'-absorbed 

mol(!(;ul~ to steps that prop.a.gate across the crystalline faees. At the higher growth rates, small quan· 

tities of organic vapors modify the habit of ice crystals (Hallet and Mason 1958), presumably be<:ause 

they Influence the surfau diffusion process. LaOlapelle (1966) mentioned the potential use of or· 
ganic;; c;;ompounds to prevent the growth of depth hoar in mountain snowpacks but much wOfk reo 
mains to be done before a reliable method is developed, Elimination o f the depth hoar- would re

duce avalanches because one characteristic of depth hoar Is the lack of cohesion among the ice PaT' 
ticle~ Pan of the fragile nawre of depth hoar may be due to the large mechanical advantage achieved 

with stressed large grains; however, the large, cohesion less grains of fully developed depth hoar 

qukkly grow intergranular bonds and Slrength once the temperature gradient is removed. Interpar· 
ticle bonds grow between fully rounded grains by vapor diffusion due to differences in radius of 

curvature (Hobbs and Mason 1964) as dictated by the principles of the equilibrium form. However, 

the active growth of fully faceted crysuis is controlled by the kinetic processes and concave grain 

bonds do not develop because they are an equ~ibrlum form. Also, since depth hoar develops rapidly. 

there is not sumcient time for much sintering to occur. Once me temperature gradient is removed 

and the fateted crysQls revert to the fully rounded equllibf'ium form, grain bonds develop while 

the facets disappear (see Fig. 8). 

SUMMARY 

Fal ling snow crystals are generally faceted with a crystal habit that depends primarily on the 

umperature of growth. UpOn reaching the ground, the faceted crystals lose their .lngularity and 

assume the fulJy rounded equilibrium form. Initially, the snow crysuls become rounded and bonded 

together but can reuystaJlize into another faceted form if the snow cover ex.periences a critical t.cm. 

perature gradient (0,1 to 0,2 °C/cm). Depth hoar, the most advanced case of the faceted form, is 

o rten responsible for avalanche relea§e because o f its lack of cohesion, 

The kinetic growth fonn (or faceted crysuls) prevails during rapid crySUJ growth at large super· 

saturations, whereas the equilibrium form (or fully rounded, well·bonded crystals) prevails during 

the slow growth at very low supersations. At very small temperature gradients, the growth rate is 
limited by the slow d Iffusion of wl.{er vapor fro m the evaporalinl5mi!ller crystals to the gowing 

larger crystals. In this environment of reslricted vapor diffusion through air, the equilibrium form 
prevails. Above the critiul tcmperawre gradient, the movement of water vapor isgeatJy Jncr~sed 

by the vapor pressure gradient associated with the large temperature gradient. Vapor fluxes due to 
the imposed tempeBtlIre gradien t arc many limes larger than those due to dafcrencesln radius of 

curvature; hencc, with a large temperature gradient, it is possible to sustain the rapid kinetic growth 
rate which Iuds to the growth of the (.lUted crystals. 

The growth of the faceted crystals typically starts at the base of the snow cover where the excess 

vapor pressures are higher because the temperaturc and the rate of vapor movement are highest 

there. Once the faceted crystals begin growing, their rate of growth increases as their total surface 

area increases. There may be an additional effect duc to heat piping throuJh !he lengthening grains. 

A transition between the overlying layer of fully rounded and the underlying layer of fully faceted 

crystals is seen 10 move upward as the snow cover recrystallizes, The level of maximum rate o r 

evaporation of the rounded crystals moves upwilrd with time as these source crystals are depleted 

~llower levels. When a less permeable crust develops within a snow cover, a distinct layer of faceted 

grains may develop above the transition level snown in Figures 6 and 7 bcx;ause of restricted vapor 

flow and higher excess \lapor pressure beneath the crust. 
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The steady sUte temperature profiles given by eq 12 suggest a quasi·lineu temperature profile 
aW4Y from the upper surface regardless of flow restrictions or crystal growth. Figure 9 supports 

this c::onc::lusion, even in the pre~nce of an impermeable cruU. Apparently, the study sUte temper· 

atufe profile in a snow cover is approximalely linear as Jong as laTgc variations in thermal conduc
tivity do not OGCur among layers. This shows thaI the c:ommon practice of equating the aGUJa! 

vapOf' pressure ~d the eqUilibrium Yap£>( pressure given by the ailu5iu~apeyron equation (eq 3) 
is reasonable if only the temperature profile is desired. Howeller, if density changes or the onset 

o f faceted crystal growth is being investigated, a more accurate estimate of the v~or prer.sure is 

required. 
Snownakes begin as facc~d crystals nucleated in the atmosphere. Once they faJl to earth , they 

Gan undergo many recrysullizations in response to changes in the snow cover's temperawre gradient 

and liquid water content. Regardless of where they faU o n ear th, they always end their life as well

rounded gr<lins in mull ilayer glacia! snow or as well-rounded grains in a melting snow cover. The 

path they take from snowflakes to glacial ice or meltwater involves many complicated processes. 

The recrystallization of fully rounded 10 face~d grains in a snow cover is o ne of the most in ler· 

esting of these processes. 
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